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Safety Moment
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Computer/Digital Eye Strain

• Consider computer glasses: to reduce your exposure 

to potentially harmful blue light emitted by digital 
devices

• Take frequent breaks: (one 5–10 minutes break every 

hour)

• 20-20-20 Rule: Look away from your computer at 

least every 20 minutes and gaze at a distant object 
(at least 20 feet away) for at least 20 seconds

• Get a comprehensive eye exam
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Outline
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❑Career - Dream vs Reality

❑Role of Mentor – Personal & Professional Development

❑Personal Experience

❑Do’s & Don’t     

❑Positive mindset 

❑What’s next?



Some thoughts you may have… 

What should I do after graduation? 

What kind of opportunities are out 

there? Continuing education or 

job?

I focus on research in my 

Master/PhD program, but I 

wonder how’s like working in the 

industry, government, or NGO? 

Other than my family and 

academic supervisor, who 

should I talk to for guidance in 

life and career?

What skillsets do I have? Are 

those enough? What 

aspects should I improve? I am the best in XXX 

but how should I pass 

this information to 

others?
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We think…



…

Reality…

…



Mentor…



Statistics
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5 75 95 96
Employees who received 

mentoring were 

promoted 5 times more 

often than people who 

didn't have mentors. 

Source: Sun Microsystems

75% of executives 

point to mentoring 

as playing key roles 

in their careers. 

Source: ASTD

95% of mentoring 

participants said the 

experience motivated 

them to do their very best. 

Source: The War for Talent

96% of executives say 

mentoring is an 

important 

development tool. 

Source: Account 

Temps



Benefits of having a mentor
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• Identify career goals

• Diverse career perspective

• Career direction & planning

• Professional ethics

• Non technical issues in a career path 

• Important aspects in the industry space

• Use the network of the Mentor 

• Resume/Cover letter review  

Personal development Professional development

• High Level view

• Mindset shift

• Perspectives

• Careful listening to your issues

• Increase confidence

• Focussed growth

• Effective use of resources

• Personal branding



High level view
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Mindset shift
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Perspectives
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Confidence build up
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Focussed growth
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Effective use of resources
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Simple tricks 
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Personal branding
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Social Selling Index (SSI) - LinkedIn



Things learned from mentorship program

❑ First mentorship program I attended changed my mindset

❑ On networking

❑See networking positively

❑The power of networking and referral

❑80% of the job is not advertised

❑ Internal candidates and referrals come first
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2 hours

60+ resumes

2 hours

60+ resumes

1 referral from a trustworthy colleague

Hiring manager’s 

goal: shortlist 3 

candidates for 

interview Select 3 resumes Select 2 resumes + 1 referral

Your chance of getting the interview may increase from 1/60 to almost 100%



Things learned from mentorship program

❑ The science of luck

❑ Chat with someone when doing laundry and get a job

❑ Meet someone at the bar and get a job

❑ I know someone who works in Company A and I got my first job there.
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Company A 

outside Canada
Networking

I have a former 

classmate in 

company A



Things learned from mentorship program

❑ The science of luck
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Company A 

outside Canada

Networking

Networking

Networking

Networking

Networking I have a former 

classmate in 

company A

Introduced



Things learned from mentorship program

❑ Inspiration and confidence

❑ More robust and confident. Rejection or no response aren’t the end of the world

Mentor: “1992’s economy is as bad as 2014. I got  _________ rejection 

letters to get my first job.”

❑ Not necessarily means we are not good, but there are many reasons for no 

response.
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Over 200



Things learned from mentorship program

❑ Inspiration and confidence

❑ Skills are learnable. If they can do it, I can do it.

❑ Mentor: “I am probably the shiest person in this room”
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Go to a party, arrive at door, then leave

Go to a party, walk in, walk around, then leave

Go to a party, talk to one person

Strategy of 

training an 

introvert to a  
social and 

public speaker



Things learned from mentorship program

❑ Know perspectives outside academia

❑ E.g., resume critique: academia vs. non-academia

❑ CEO-level mentors are not intimidating

❑ VP usually introduce VP to you
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How to find a Mentor
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• Who can be my mentor? 

• Define a role model

• Mentor-mentee chemistry matters

• Have diversities (senior and junior, different sectors)

• Volunteering in the professional organizations

• LinkedIn

• Webinars

• Focussed Mentorship programs

• Mentor in the virtual space (benefit of COVID-19)



Do & Don’t
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Do

• Start early

• Be proactive

• Open to opportunities

• Be prepared and do our 

homework

• Build up genuine and long-term 

relationship

• Give and take: what we can offer 

to our mentors?

• Not necessarily ask “Can you be my 

mentor?”

• Don’t directly ask for favor when you 

just know each other

• Don’t disappear after you get what 

you want

Don’t



It’s a long and winding road

+

“A lot of people have gone further than they thought they 

could because someone else thought they could.” – Zig Ziglar



Positive Mindset: Key to your success
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Recommended readings
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What’s Next?
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Challenges and gaps

• Mentorship programs

• Extremely limited program that focuses the international graduate students

• Very few systematic programs that focus both personal & professional 

development

• Almost no formal program that challenges you 

• One-on-one mentorship

• Hard to find mentors

• Hard to keep contact for a long time

• A community of like minded people



Thank You ☺

• A focused mentorship program that:

• Allows you to choose Mentors of your 

interest

• Offers diverse career sessions & panel 

chats (hear perspectives from academia, 

industry, and government)

• Prepares you to be a champion in 

personal branding

• Leverages your networking skills

• Challenges you to be a Avatar

• Builds a community for US!

What we are working on


